rimolding around an automobile windshield. The purpose of the retainer is to position and maintain the linear explosive (LES) in contact with the window and to direct the explosive energy and window fragments outboard when the system is functioned.
The retainer is attached to the door or window frame by means of rivets.
The cracks which have been detected in the installed retainers are caused by two (2) problems.
One is a crack in a section of retainer which has been highly stressed during installation to force it to conform to the canopy sill and support structure. This type of crack is usually found around the corners of the window or emanating from mounting rivet holes.
The second type of crack is found in sections of retainer which have been exposed to solvents such as naphtha or acetone.
Cracks cf this type usually develop in stressed areas around rivet holes.
The concern over these retainer cracks deals with the ability of the cracked retainer to direct the explosive energy and window fraoments outboard away from the crewman. While there are no reported cases of injury to cr-wmen caused by inboard traveling fragments, cracked retainers certairly lower the safety factor prohibiting this problem.
As a temporary fix, in some instances, sheet metal doublers have been riveted over the cracked area of a retainer to avoid repldcing the WCA.
The purpose of this program was to develop and test a suitable backup cover or shell to be installed over the inboard surface of a cracked a'etainer.
The shell was reauired to exhibit the same cosmetic appearance as the original retainer except that it nmay be segmented into up to four sections for ease of installation.
The shell was designed to be riveted on the canopy support structure over the original WCA. (Continued) r_ The test program consisted of a subscale series and a full "scale window removal phase. The subscale phase consisted of 21 assemblies which utilized retainers which had been cracked in various maziers, subjected to various solvents and tested at temperature extremes.
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HISTORY
The full scale tests were perforated in a mockup of the forward canopy fuselage of the AH-l. Two tests were conducted where the right side windows were ejected from a simulated crash attitude.
16mm motion picture coverage of these two tests was performed in accordance with the Work Statement.
SUBSCALE TESTS
A series o, tests on subscale window cutting assemblies with backup shells was devised to simulate worst case conditions of retainer cracks, solvent deterorization and functioning temperature.
The test objective was to evaluate the ability of .062 thick DKE-450 (acrylic/PVC alloy) shells to support damaged retainers and prevent inboard directed fragments during functioning of the subscale WCA.
The subscale WCA's with shells were fabricated according to Figure 1 . Tae retainers were intentionally damaged in two ways.
11alf the retainers were cut through with a saw while tne renmaining retainers were treated with acetone until they cracked.
To verify the solvent resistance of the DKE-450, each subscale shell was wiped with either acetone, naphtha or M-142. Examples of retainer cracks are shown in Figure 2 with the saw cut at the top of the photograph and the acetone crack at the bottom. Figure   3 illustrates a typical t est specimen.
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The functional test results are presented in Table I for the 21 subscale specimens. The largest number of samples (11) was tested at 160°F since the high temperature was deemed the more severe test due to the nearness of the softening temperature of the DKE-450.
One sample was sustained at 180OF for 72 hours before dropping to 160°F for the functional test to verify the high temperature storage capability of the DKE-450.
The test results show that all subscales performed satisfactorily in that the acrylic panel was severed and the DKE-450 shell did not fragment or allow the fragments to be directed inboard.
One shell cracked when fired at low temperature but no fragments were ejected or allowed to pass inboard. Cracking of the retainer or shell is acceptable as long as fragments are not released which could injure a crewman.
FULL SCALE TESTS
Two full scale window removal tests were conducted subsequent to verification of the DKE-450 material in the subscale tests. The tests were performed utilizing a forward fuselage section fitted with a gunner windcw and a pilot door. The WCA's used were each liberally treated with acetone to cause cracks in two one foot long sections.
The DKE-450 shells were fitted over the damaged WCA's and both of these riveted to the canopy support structure. CShell remained intact but exhibited a crack over 30% of length.
PRIMARY TEST
The first full scale test specimen is illustrated in Figure 4, showing the gunner window and pilot door with window, WCA and shells installed. The fit and appearance of the gunner window shell is shown in Figure 5 , while Figure 6 illustrates the pilot door shell. Figure 7 shows in detail Lie canopy support structure between the gunner window and the pilot door.
Note the joint between the shell segments visible in this view.
The two WCA's on one side of the canopy structure were functioned simultaneously. Normal rivet spacing is two (2) inches; the test installation
SL
spacing was approximately six (6) inches. 
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Installation of the WCA's and shells for the second and final full-.scale test was identical to the first setup with the exception of the rivet spacing.
Rivet spacing on the WCA and shell installation was two (2) inches.
The installation is documented in Figure 11 for the gunner window and Figure 12 for the pilot door.
The WCA's were initiated as in the first test and the action is captured in Figure 13 . The action is stopped an instant later than in the first te4t. Both windows -;ere cleanly removed providing two unobstructed exits from the airframe as illustrated in Figure 14 .
The shells remained intact without cracks or pulling through the rivets as in the first test. Figure 15 shows the post test condition of the gunner shell while the pilot docr shell condition is documented in Figure 16 .
Motion picture coverage of both tests was successfully obtained and has been edited intc one 16mm film consisting of approximately 100 feet of film.
The film contains pretest views of the shell installation, the canopy removal event, and post test coverage of shell condition.
The motion picture is a part of this final report.
LESIGN
The shell desiqn proposed and verified through subscale and full-scale testing consists of vacuum formed DME-450 acr-y ,ic/• • a~loy) conforming to the inboard surface shape of thc WCA retainer. DKE-450 is a DuPont plastic rmateriaA. tnat is easily vacuum formed and has mechanical properties sirzilar to polycarbonate.
Is-
wONE nfw~a~fOA M4 The mockup airframe of the F1D canopy fuselage will be used for motion pictures to depict actual anticipated crash landing of the aircraft.
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These photos sequences will be in the final report.
The full scale door firing will have at least a foot section applied with several caustic solvents on the LEXAN WCA.
These four firings are to demonstrate integrity when the backup cover is used.
2. Fabricate 20 subscale WCA qual specimen assemblies similar ' L to P/N 150224 (18 inch test with linear explosive substance against a simulated canopy stretched acrylic).
